Empowering users of social networks to assess their privacy risks
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Abstract—Millions of users place data about themselves on online social networks and, while probably they have an interest on some of this information to be publicly available, they certainly may consider some of this information shall remain confidential. Simultaneously, the data provides benefits as such data enables personalization which increases the quality of service; and thus, it is regularly analyzed with data mining techniques. Since privacy directly correlates to the control users have regarding the data about themselves, this paper provides a technique by which operators of online social networks can improve the service to their users by empowering the users to appraise the privacy risks that some information they provide results in others inferring confidential attributes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The exponential growth of online social networks has resulted in big data collections of personal information. This provides an opportunity for service providers and others to identify valuable information such as social and political trends, emerging group opinions, and marketing opportunities. More importantly, it also enables organisations to capture how and when (and often where) people use Web applications. This poses challenges to privacy [1].

Big data technologies have only fueled more the debate about seriousness of the issue, and the media has been attracted by the lively discussion [2]. In fact, Web applications must carry out surveillance and store usage data to provide personalisation and high quality services. The current quality of service of many Web applications (and in particular search engines) is due to the analysis of usage data [3]. Data-mining techniques are regularly used to analyze these data sets for personalization and it is well established that personalisation conflicts with users’ privacy [4]. However, users have little control over the analysis and usage of the data they generate. Since privacy is mostly about the control [5], [6] persons (and organisations) can impose on the data about themselves, it is critical to produce instruments so users can regulate the usages that their data can be subject to. Today, what constitutes potential breaches, or the risks that data may be subject to disclosure or compromise, is often difficult to explain to the person the data is about. Since privacy is now considered to involve both 1) the control [5] of access to data as well as 2) the practice of such control [6], we propose a mechanism that enables users to evaluate the trade-offs in privacy with respect to risk of disclosure. We describe an algorithm to measure privacy and display feedback that will enable users to understand the trade-off between personalisation and privacy. That is, everyday users may not be familiar with risk management and potential attacks, but the tool suggested here provides meaningful feedback to allow users of online social networks, for instance, to control the trade-off between privacy-risk with personalization.

Developers of Web applications wish to provide a better service and reduce privacy concerns. Privacy awareness leads to suspicion [7], which subsequently leads to privacy-active behavior (that is, behavior of the user to conceal information). Also, perceived privacy-risk had a strong negative influence on the extent to which respondents participated in online subscription and purchasing [7]. Thus, we propose techniques by which users may investigate the sensitivity of a piece of information about themselves (typically the value for an attribute column, but the technique clearly extends for relational information like connectedness to another user). Such attribute value will be referred here as the confidential attribute-value pair. The technique will inform the user of what other of the publicly available attributes contribute to the disclosure of such confidential attribute-value pair. The user may then conceal one or more of those other attributes that facilitate prediction of the confidential attribute-value pair, and repeat the exercise until satisfied that there is enough uncertainty that malicious data miners would not infer the confidential attribute-value pair with sufficient confidence.

II. CONCEALING AN ATTRIBUTE-VALUE PAIR

To describe the proposed technique we assume that the adversary has assembled a large dataset $T$ of information about users and is attempting to use classification methods to detect the confidential attribute-value pair. Thus, the data
Fig. 1: Two trees that result from the expansion from alternative roots because both attributes have an information gain larger than the threshold $\beta$.

has been organized as a large table with the last column as the dependent variable and the earlier columns as the independent variables. That is, the data is a set of vectors of the form $(\vec{x}, y)$, where $\vec{x} = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_d)$ are the $d$ predictor attributes. The attribute $y$ under investigation (the last column) is the one the user has the privacy preference to keep confidential, while the adversary’s aim is to disclose it. For ease of discussion, Fig. 1c shows some columns (of the schema) of a sample fact-table. The first two attributes are Family Information and Activities (which can take two values: A for absent or P for present). The gender of the user’s interests can have values M for male, F for female, and B for both. The fourth attribute is the Timeline which also can be A for absent or P for present. Finally, the last attribute records a sentiment as to whether the person feels connected (C) or lonely (L). We assume the database $T$ is available as a training set (certainly, such data would be to the organization providing the on-line network service), and our technique uses $T$ as input so users whose sentiment column is concealed can obtain feedback on the predictability of their personal attribute-value pair on the basis of the other attributes.

Decision-tree learning algorithms produce classification models that map attribute-value pairs in the independent columns $\vec{x}$ to a prediction of the dependent column $y$. The leaves are assigned the class labels and the tree structure encodes classification rules. Paths (from the root to a leaf) represent a conjunction of the attributes. Thus, decision-trees can be converted to Boolean rules. If $b_y=a_y$ is the label for the leaf on the path $x_{i_1} = a_{11}, x_{i_2} = a_{21}, \ldots, x_{i_p} = a_{p1}$, then the logic rule $(x_{i_1} = a_{11}) \land (x_{i_2} = a_{21}) \land \ldots \land (x_{i_p} = a_{p1}) \rightarrow y = b$ is the classification rule for this leaf. The disjunction of all the rules for which $y = b$ is the (disjunctive normal form - DNF) formula to classify the class $y = b$. Fig 1a and Fig 1b show two trees for the data set having a schema as Fig. 1c. Heuristically, algorithms that construct a tree from a training set use a measure of classification power of the attributes to greedily build the trees top-down \[8\]. Since generalization power (and thus accuracy in unseen examples) is proportional to how shallow is the tree, the attribute to be chosen at the root of each subtree that is being expanded ought to be the most relevant (the so called best split) \[9\].

The information gain is usually a good measure for deciding the relevance of an attribute. The expected information gain $IG(T, a)$ measures the change in information entropy from a prior state of knowledge to a state where some information is given. Let $H$ denote the information entropy (which is a measure of uncertainty), then $IG(T, a) = H(T) - H(T|a)$. That is, an adversary (that knows the data set $T$) gains certainty when additionally learning $a$ about a user. To recall the formal definition, let $x_i$ be one of the independent attributes and assume it is a discrete attribute with domain $D_i$, then

$$IG(T, x_i) = H(T) - \sum_{a \in D_i} \frac{|\{\vec{x} \in T | x_i = a\}|}{|T|} \cdot H(\{\vec{x} \in T | x_i = a\}).$$

Thus, our technique consist of generating a large forest of decision-trees. For simplicity, we assume all attributes are discrete with few values in each domain (this just ensures once an attribute appears in a path, it will not appear further down). The forest is generated taking into consideration a particular user $u$ willing to conceal that $y = b_u$. Let $\beta \geq 0$ be a sensitivity parameter. The instrument providing a sense of privacy-risk to such user generates a decision-tree using the standard top-down algorithm. At each node $T_i$ under expansion, we evaluate the information gain of each attribute. We create a list at the node $T_i$ of all attributes whose information gain was larger than $\beta$. While the standard decision-tree building approach obtains only one tree (typically interested in only one classification model), we actually branch into a new tree for every attribute in the list for $T_i$. Ignore, for the moment, any pruning or alternative approach to avoid over-fitting.

Once all trees of this form are constructed, we look at all paths in all these trees where the leaf is labeled $y = b_u$ and user $u$ would land in such leaf. This provides a large list $R(b_u, \beta) = \{R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_m\}$ of classification rules. Now, for each of these rules $R_i$, we can define the support $s_j$ (the ratio of the number $|R_j|$ of records that fall into the leaf of the rule to the total $|T|$ of records in the data set); that is, $s_j = |R_j|/|T|$. Similarly, the confidence $c_j$ of the rule $R_j$ is the ratio of the number $|R_j^+|$ of records correctly classified to the number $|R_j|$ of records in the leaf. The support is an estimate of the probability that the rule is applicable to user $u$, while the confidence is an estimate of the probability the rule would reveal/comromise the attribute-value pair of $u$. User $u$ is interested in ensuring the adversary can not find rules with high support and high confidence. In other words, the user is interested in blocking rules where the number of bits of information about the confidential attribute-value pair is high. The safety $-\log(c_j) - \log(s_j)$ is the number of bits needed by the adversary to disclose the confidential attribute pair after the rule $R_j$ is applied. Alternatively, we can define the sensitivity $S_j$ of a rule $R_j$ as $S_j = c_j + s_j = |R_j|/|T| + |R_j^+|/|R_j|$. The attribute that provides the highest information gain is the one user $u$ should be removing/blocking/modifying in order to protect the confidential attribute-value pair. Recall, however, that using an information measure to expand one node at a time is a greedy heuristic, and that there may be another attribute that (in combination with a few others) results in highly sensitive rules. Thus the aim is to provide feedback to the user about the attributes that participate in as many as possible of the high sensitive rules. We present two approaches to identify these attributes.

\[Because the $\land$ (Boolean AND operator) commutes, a rule may appear in more than one of the trees of the forest, but only one is kept. For example, this happens in the trees of Fig. 1.\]
III. INFORMING THE USER

Again, given a users selection of confidential attribute and risk threshold $\beta$, the set $R(b_u, \beta)$ of sensitive rules (those rules $R_j$ whose sensitivity $S_j$ is larger that $\beta$) defines a set of sensitive attributes; namely, all those attributes that appear in the antecedents of the sensitive rules. Formally, if $x_i \in \text{?} \in \text{antecedent of some sensitive rule } R_j \in R(b_u, \beta)$, then $i \in \{1, \ldots, d\}$ is the index of a sensitive attribute. The cumulative sensitivity $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$ of an attribute $x_i$ is the sum of the sensitivities of the rules the attribute is an antecedent for. Namely

$$\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}(x_i) = \sum_{R_j \in R(b_u, \beta) \land x_i \text{ is an antecedent of } R_j} S_j.$$ 

Sorting all attributes in descending order of cumulative sensitivity is the output of our first algorithm. It suggests to the user what attributes to modify/conceal in order to reduce the risk of disclosure of the attribute-pair the user considers confidential.

A second algorithm $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$ just counts the number of times an attribute $x_i$ ($i \in \{1, \ldots, d\}$) appears among the sensitive rules.

$$\text{Total}_\text{Count}(x_i) = \| \{ R_j \in R(b_u, \beta) \mid x_i \text{ is an antecedent in } R_j \} \|.$$ 

The attributes are presented to the user in descending order of $\text{Total}_\text{Count}(x_i)$ value. Heuristically, the suggestion by $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$ will minimize the attributes that need to be concealed in order to maximize protection to sensitivity. On the other hand, $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$ will minimize attributes than need to be concealed to eliminate as much as possible the inference rules.

These indicators of the most influential attribute in the perspective of user $u$ enable to present to $u$ a ranking of his/her public attributes to conceal in order to reduce the ability of others to infer the confidential value $b_u$.

IV. A FIRST EXPERIMENT

We now contrast the $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$ heuristic and the $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$ heuristic with a straw-man proposal of simply pseudo-randomly concealing an attribute in the dependent-variable set (this approach is part of NOYB [10]). For this we use a dataset from Facebook. The data set has 615 users each with 25 attributes as independent variables and one class attribute (the sentiment) with values lonely or connected. We used 600 users for the generation of the forest of trees and a random subset of 15 users as the ones that later desire to conceal their sentiment. Fig. 2 shows one possible decision-tree learned in the generation of the forest. From the forest, we find that a total of 16 rules are sensitive rules.

We set uniformly the value $\beta = 1.0$. A rule is obtained by following a path from the root to a leaf in a trees in the forest. This bounds the rules applicable to a user to the number of trees in the forest, but there may be less rules triggered if their sensitivity is below the threshold $\beta$.

We assume that each of the privacy-concerned users applies $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$, $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$ or a random choice. They iterate the following steps from the top attribute in the ranking and

1) identify the most influential attribute, and suppress it, modify it or whatever other option the environment enables to remove the availability of this independent variable value, and

2) continue with the next attribute in the ranking

until the sensitivity is down to zero (that is, no more sensitive rules appear). Each user adheres to one of the heuristics $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$, $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$, or a random choice for all of the repetitions of the iteration. Fig. 3 shows plots of the number of iterations necessary to eliminate all sensitive rules. It illustrate that $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$ and $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$ require between 4 to 8 iterations (and thus only 4 to 8 attributes are concealed); but the average number of randomly suppressed independent attributes is above 17. In fact for $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$ and $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$ the number of attributes suppressed across all users is never more than 8, and the average is 5. The effectiveness of the heuristic $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$ and $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$ can also be observed in Fig. 4 where we have plotted the cumulative sensitivity after one, two and three attributes are eliminated (we use NOYB and zero iterations, as a point of reference). It is also not hard to observe that, as expected, since $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$ is a more informed heuristic, it performs better than $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$ over the 15 users. Although after 3 iterations both have removed 75% of sensitive rules, for the first two iterations, $\text{Cum}_\text{Sensitivity}$ removes more sensitive rules and reduces the cumulative sensitivity more than $\text{Total}_\text{Count}$ across all 15 users.

Fig. 2: A decision-tree with 13 leaves leading to 13 rules.

Fig. 3: Number of repetitions (and dependent attribute suppressions) until all sensitive rules are eliminated.
Fig. 4: Average sensitivity (across 15 users) of the attribute (sentiment, C) decreases much more rapidly for Cum_Sensitivity and Total_Count as opposed to NOYB.

V. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

Our method resembles techniques for attribute selection [11, Section 7.1], where the aim is to obtain the most succinct subset \( X' \) of the independent variables \( X \) in order to build accurate classifiers [12]. We use such fundamental approach [13] to provide a theoretical justification for our approach, while at the same time highlighting the key differences. By the mere presence of the available data set \( T \), the adversary has an estimate to \( Pr(y = b|X = \overline{x}) \), where \( \overline{x} \) is the record for a given user. In feature-space reduction, the goal is to capture classification well for all \( x \) and \( y \), and feedback tailored to each given user. Of course, if some attribute is a strong predictor this is unavoidable (since pregnant determines female), then all female users who wish to conceal their gender, will receive advice to conceal whether they are pregnant or not, but even in this case, since this is tailored to the attribute-value pair, the advice may only be provided to those actually pregnant.

In feature selection, using \( Pr(y = b|X' = \overline{x}_{X'}) \) as a representation as close as possible to \( Pr(y = b|X = \overline{x}) \) is directly evaluated by the information-theoretic measure of cross-entropy [13] when interpreted as the Kullback-Leibler divergence (or KL-divergence)

\[
\delta X'(\overline{x}) = D[Pr(y = b|X = \overline{x}), Pr(y = b|X' = \overline{x}_{X'})].
\]

In this case, \( Pr(y = b|X = \overline{x}) \) is the true distribution and \( Pr(y = b|X' = \overline{x}_{X'}) \) is the approximating distribution. Since the goal is to capture classification well for all \( \overline{x} \) globally, the task for feature selection is to find \( X' \) such that \( \Delta(X') = \sum_{\overline{x}} Pr(X = \overline{x}) \cdot \delta X'(\overline{x}) \) is minimum. There are certain practical challenges why computing such optimal set \( X' \) of features is only performed heuristically by a backward (greedy) method that starts with the set \( X_0 = X \) of all features and progressively eliminates attributes.

In the case of privacy-protection, the requirement would be the reverse. We aim to maximize the error of representation when the true \( Pr(y = b|X = \overline{x}) \) distribution is represented by \( Pr(y = b|X' = \overline{x}_{X'}) \). And clearly, we want a forward approach [14]. Recall that a forward approach in feature selection starts with \( X' = \emptyset \) and repeatedly adds the most relevant column, which in this setting corresponds to the feature \( x_i \) that maximizes the expected cross-entropy between \( Pr(y = b|X' = \overline{x}_{X'}) \) and \( Pr(y = b|X' = \overline{x}_{X' \cup \{x_i\}}) \). But, we tailor with respect to the user who demands feedback, so we do not take the expectation over all users, so we shall not use \( \Delta(X') \). But we do take into account the confidence of the rule for the applicability of the rule (the term \( Pr(y = b|X = \overline{x}) \)).

Moreover, there is another fundamental reason why, in our case, the forward approach is required. In the heuristic using correlations to approximate Markov blankets (in it self an approximation the optimization of Equation (2) [13]) that backward method removes redundant independent variables even if they are good predictors. However, for privacy-protection, if two independent variables \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) are both good predictors of the independent variable \( y \), we must remove both. This also justifies why one decisions-tree is insufficient and we do the forest exploration. Moreover, the literature on feature-selection has pointed out that a single decision-tree for identifying features suffers from data fragmentation [15]. Our extraction of all significant rules avoids this.

A. Personalization

We first emphasize that the challenge here is personalized. Again, for the moment consider the situation of a training set \( T \) of existing users and that user \( u \) is about to join the social network. By analyzing the training set \( T \) without any information about \( u \), we can obtain which of the \( d \) attributes is the most relevant by the expected information gain \( IG(T, x_i) \) defined in Equation (1). Let \( x_{1G} \) be the attribute that maximizes \( IG(T, x_i) \) among all attributes \( x_i \). Thus, the attribute \( x_{1G} \) is chosen as the attribute at the root of a decision tree built using expected information gain.

We now present a specific scenario that illustrates the need for personalization. Suppose that the domain of the confidential attribute \( y \) has \( |D_y| > 2 \) discrete values. User \( u \) makes public only one attribute \( x_i \) that is different from \( x_{1G} \). But, suppose the data is such that if we were to build a one level decision tree with \( x_i \) at the root, we find that we get \( |D_t| \) branches and that the leaf for \( u \) is pure with all cases from \( T \) at this leaf also having value \( d_u \). The other leaves have balanced impurity with the cases from \( T \) landing with equal frequency among the other values in \( D_y \). In this case \( IG(T, x_i) \) is likely to be small, and well beyond \( IG(T, x_{1G}) \). That is, \( x_i \) is not an important attribute in the context of \( T \) for predicting \( y \). However, from the personal point of view of user \( u \)'s privacy, visibility of attribute \( x_i \) is disastrous as it perfectly predicts the confidential attribute \( y = d_u \) (the attribute-value pair). User \( u \) does not care that \( x_i \) is bad at discriminating other values of the domain \( D_y \), it is a risk to users \( u \)'s privacy that \( x_i \) predicts perfectly the attribute-value pair that corresponds to \( u \).

Thus, in what follows, we discuss the expected information gain measure \( IG(T, x_i) \) in a personalized version to a particular user \( u \), and denote that as \( IG_u(T, x_i) \). Given the user \( u \) (and recall we denote as \( d_u \) in \( D_y \) the confidential value for attribute \( y \) that \( u \) considers confidential), we collapse the classes of the confidential attribute \( y \) into two classes; namely, one class is \( y = d_u \) while the second class is \( y \neq d_u \). Consequently, the definition of the measure \( IG_u(T, x_i) \) is simply \( IG_u(T, x_i) = H_u(T) - H_u(T|x_i) \) where now \( H_u \) indicates that we have a distribution where the random variable is not only discrete, but it can only take two values (it is a Bernoulli random variable). If we then build a decision-tree using the measure \( IG_u(T, x_i) \) to chose what attribute to
place at the root, the attribute that determines u’s confidential attribute will come on top.

**B. Formulation of the privacy-risk protection problem**

A set $S$ of attributes with $S = \{x_{s1}, x_{s2}, \ldots, x_{s|S|}\}$ can be interpreted as one attribute with domain $D_S = D_{x_{s1}} \times D_{x_{s2}} \times \ldots D_{x_{s|S|}}$. This is simply a isomorph view on the training set $T$. For example, in the schema of our running example from Fig. 1c we could consider the two attributes Activities and Interested in as a composite attribute $S = \{Activities, Interested in\}$, then the schema becomes as Fig. 5a. Moreover, if user $u$ makes public the set $S$ of attributes, then we also consider a view of the training set personalized to the attribute-value pairs that $u$ releases. We not only build a view where $S$ is consider a composite attribute, but also the domain values are collapsed as those that match $u$’s vector of attribute-value pairs for $S$ and those which do not. For example, if we personalize the schema of Fig. 1c to a user who releases his/her values (P,F) for Activities and Interested in, and his confidential attribute is Sentiment value L, then the schema is as Fig. 5b. Formally from the two previous subsections we can formally state the problem.

**Problem 1:** Given a training set $T$ and the data-vector of a new user $u$, (and a threshold $\theta_{\text{max}}$ measured in bits for when the confidential attribute is considered too likely to be determined, and a threshold $\theta_{\text{min}}$ measured in bits for when the confidential attribute is considered to be safe) find the smallest set $S$ of attributes so that, for all subsets of attributes $S_o$ (with $S \cap S_o = \emptyset$, but $S_o$ could be empty), if $IG_u(T, S \cup S_o) \geq \theta_{\text{max}}$, then $IG_u(T, S_o) \leq \theta_{\text{min}}$.

We note that $IG_u(T, U)$, for a subset $U$ of attributes of $T$ represents the evaluation of $IG$ on the view of $T$ collapsed for the values of user $u$ in the set $U$ and the class attribute $y = b_u$.

First, we make an observation regarding the formal statement of the problem. If there is no subset $S$ of the attributes so that $IG_u(T, S) \geq \theta_{\text{max}}$, then the solution is empty. This is the case when even knowledge of all the attributes of user $u$ is insufficient to gain more information that the threshold $\theta_{\text{max}}$. Simply put, the data set $T$ and knowledge of $u$ can not construct a classifier for $y = d_u$ versus $y \neq d_u$ that is sufficiently accurate. Secondly, the definition makes $S$ the exact set of attributes that causes the attribute-value pair to be at risk, and also ensures that any other combination is safe once the attributes in $S$ are excluded.

This formalization now clearly spells out the difference with the objectives of feature selection or attribute selection. Moreover, the literature has deeply investigated measures of attribute relevance. The expected information gain $IG$ (also named the transmitted information [16]), is popular to evaluate attribute relevance, but other well studied measures include (1) information-based measures (gain ratio, distance measure [16]) or (2) probability-based measures [16] as well as (3) permutation-importance measures [17]. The main concern on varying which measure to use (when growing a decision tree) is the bias for attributes with large domains.

The formalization of the problem presented in Problem 1 shall not pose a much different problem if the information gain measure is swapped by one of the others. The reason being that the views we construct actually collapse domains into discrete domains of two values (matching the data in $u$’s record or not).

Now, the challenge of searching for the set $S$ as per Problem 1 suffers the same difficulties as the formulations of feature selection in the literature. For the large datasets involved in on-line social media, we simply cannot afford to test all subsets $S$ of attributes. However, CUM_SENSITIVITY and TOTAL_COUNT can be used to create a ranking and allow users to iteratively approximate the $S$ of Problem 1 from $S = \emptyset$, build a set $S'$ that fits their needs (analogously to forward approach [14] of feature selection discussed earlier).

We note that there is significant literature in the search of alternative classifiers; that is, researchers have investigated obtaining more than one classification tree, or obtaining classifiers that use other attributes while maintaining accuracy. The main reasons is to use attributes that are less costly to evaluate [18], to have alternatives in case some attributes are missing on a particular instance [19], or to create ensemble of classifiers and improve accuracy [20, 21]. A technique called “Cascading and Sharing Trees (CS4)” [22] and references] generates forest of decision trees even when the root may be a very weak predictor on its own. Seeking alternative decision trees also explore the possibility of finding sets of attributes, that jointly are very strong predictors although each attribute on its own is not informative [23]. Our heuristics, CUM_SENSITIVITY and TOTAL_COUNT, heuristics are inspired by this later approach.

**C. Experimental validation**

Naturally, the question is, how close is an answer built one attribute at a time by the heuristics CUM_SENSITIVITY and TOTAL_COUNT to the optimal solution as per Problem 1? In this section we provide results of an experimental validation on the results of CUM_SENSITIVITY and TOTAL_COUNT. In particular, we use the freely distributed dataset infer-attrib/SEP4.txt previously used [24] to infer attributes of users in a social-network. This data set has over 5,000 users and there are around 10,000 attributes possibly present for a user; although on average, each user has about 4 attributes. We investigated the privacy of those attributes that appear at least on 60 users and in no more than
200 users. For each of these 19 attributes, we extracted users that have the attribute present and computed by exhaustive search the set $S$ of size 3 that uses other attributes and provide jointly the largest information gain (that is, we computed the optimal $S$ in Problem [1]). We then also applied three iterations of each of $\text{CUM}_S$ and $\text{TOTAL}_C$, obtaining with each an approximation to $S$.

We have clustered all 437 users into user-pattern, since some users have exactly the same attributes (each of the users in a user-pattern results in the same output, as all their attributes match). Across a user-pattern, the result vary since all methods ($\text{CUM}_S$, $\text{TOTAL}_C$ and the exhaustive search) depend on the attribute-values of the user who is attempting to reduce the risk of disclosure of its sensitive attribute. In general, both $\text{CUM}_S$ and $\text{TOTAL}_C$ find at least 2 attributes in common with the optimal set of 3 attributes (for attribute 542 they only find 1, but for other like 564, 322 and 79, the heuristic finds all attributes in the optimum set).

Note that the heuristics are very strong in approximating the optimum. Also, heuristics $\text{CUM}_S$ and $\text{TOTAL}_C$ work effectively as disrupter of inferences. Note that the potential difficult case for $\text{CUM}_S$ and $\text{TOTAL}_C$ is when the optimum set $S$ consist of 3 attributes that together are very effective in predicting the sensitive attribute but each attribute individually does not do so well. If $\text{CUM}_S$ and $\text{TOTAL}_C$ remove 2 out of the 3 attributes in their suggestion, and leave one attribute from the optimum set, this is not a problem because this attribute on its own is a bad predictor.

The heuristics work well when users does not know ahead of time how many attributes they wish to remove to protect the sensitive attribute. The heuristic enables to start and conceal one attribute after another until the desired risk-minimization has been achieved. We believe this is user-friendly in the sense that it would be more manageable by users than forcing users to anticipate how many attributes to conceal.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have provided two heuristics and shown that they could be applied interactively by users to incrementally occlude attributes and properties about themselves and reduce the exposure and risk of a sensitive attribute (that of course is not made public). This heuristics perform very well on a real-data sets and have significant justification for why they should be effective.

Our approach here enables the users themselves to evaluate their risk and and also the predictability of sensitive attributes by other information they are supplying. We consider this a very important initial step as the emergence of big-data will soon collect even more attributes about individuals; thus it is important that those the data is about can assess whether such information is enabling others to predict attributes they consider sensitive.
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